INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE ON MERCURY, HEALTH AND COLLECTIVE RIGHTS:
VOICES AND PROPOSALS FROM INDIGENOUS PEOPLES OF THE
BRAZILIAN, COLOMBIAN, AND PERUVIAN AMAZON

This side event will host an intercultural dialogue on mercury, health, and the collective rights of the indigenous peoples of the Amazon within the implementation of the Minamata Convention. Representatives of indigenous organizations from the Amazon region of Peru, Colombia, and Peru will discuss the problem of exposure to mercury in their territories and the strategies their organizations are carrying out in response to the effects of the problem.

*The event will take place in Spanish and Portuguese. Simultaneous interpretation to English will be available.*

**LIST OF SPEAKERS**

- Julio Ricardo Cusurich Palacios, FENAMAD/AIDESEP.
- Alessandra Korap Silva, Vice President of FEPIPA/COIAB.
- Dario Kopenawa, vice-president of Hutukara Associação Yanomami.
- Marcos Orellana, UN Special Rapporteur on toxics and human rights

**TUESDAY, 8 MARCH 2022**

**17H00-18H00 CET**